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MICHAEL TH. GREVEN
DO WE NEED A POLICY OF INSTITUTIONS-BUILDING
FOR DEMOCRATIZATION, AND IF - HOW CAN WE ACHIEVE IT?

In political theory and even more in the daily practice of teaching 
political science, “democracy” and “institutions” are usually treated 
as pre-existent contexts for individual and sometimes collective actors. 
“Democracy” is very often perceived as either an institution or a set 
of them.

This paper will argue that although March and Olson were generally 
correct in their pleading for a “new institutionalism”; their analogy of 
seeing institutions as “individual actors” or acting individuals is 
mistaken.

The analogy between human actors and institutions errs. Only 
human actors can have intentions and act according to them, while 
institutions just appear to have purposes and aims - but which are 
never their own. Institutions are not subjects, have no conscience or 
will like human beings.

This paper does not accidentally draw the connection to democracy. 
A policy of institution-building, which treats institutions not as if they 
were independent contexts of action, but as possible outcomes of 
intentional practice, would be a theoretical and practical necessity for 
further democratization. Then, what future democracy would need or 
what democracy would need to have a future, would be an internati
onal policy of institution-building.

FRITZ PLASSER-PETER A. ULRAM

MONITORING DEMOCRATIC CONSOLIDATION:
POLITÍCAL TRUST AND SYSTEM SUPPORT IN EAST-CENTRAL-EUROPE

Naive hopes that the process of democratization in Eastern Europe 
would take a continuous and linear development have been disappo
inted by unexpected backlashes new instabilities and increasing ten
sions within and between the reform countries.
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Against the background of a global wave of democratization the 
attempts to develop a general theory of democratization do not seem 
very promising. Neither theoretical approaches related to system and 
modernization processes nor theoretical considerations about structu
res and actions are leading to practicable models by themselves which 
might be able to comprehend and to replicate this multitude of 
influential factors precisely enough.

Our contribution dealing primarily with questions of political 
system support and trust in central institutions concentrates upon four 
selected attempts of explaining the problems of the “second transition” 
as well as the “inner transition” of post communist democracies in 
Eastern Europe. Based on empirical longitudinal data from compara
tive surveys in the Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, in Hungary and 
Poland as well as additional survey data from the Russian Republic 
and East Germany the presumable influence of these critical factors 
on the democratization process in these countries will be examined. 
Comparative analyses of transitional problems of post authoritarian as 
well as post communist societies require a closer consideration of the 
following four aspects of consolidation in new democratcies: 1. the 
economic-performance-approach; 2. the institutional elites-approach; 
3. the integration-aggregation-approach; 4. the political culture-appro
ach.

As part of a long term comparative research project dealing with 
the dynamics of consolidation in the new democracies of East-Central 
Európa, periodical surveys have been conducted in these countries 
since 1990. These surveys make visible a) the changes occurring over 
time, b) country-specific patterns of trends and c) enable an empirical 
evaluation of theoretical model assumptions. While the data are 
supplying sufficient aspects for the evaluation of the economic 
performance approach, only few indicators are available in other areas 
thus permitting only tentative conclusions for the moment.

SIMON, JÁNOS

WHAT DOES DEMOCRACY MEAN FOR HUNGARIANS?

The present paper deals with the interpretation of democracy by the 
citizens in the Central- and East-European countries moving towards 
a free market economy. The method of context analysis is applied and 
it is supplemented by computerised data analysis and by similar 
empirical surveys of the international literature. By analysing answers 
given to the open questions we wish to see what does democracy mean 
for Hungarians and why does it mean whatever it does.

In Hungary a series of negative contents are also attached to the 
word democracy in the fourth year of the democratic system, which 
had no traces whatsoever in 1989, in the year of the systemic change. 
If the Hungarian answers are compared to the Spanish ones, the
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“typically postcommunist” categories become obvious in the case of 
Hungarians, such as for instance the “freedom of enterprise”, the 
independence of the country”/' life without the Russians” in the sphere 
of the concept of freedom, or “land ownership” and “reprivatisation” 
in another category.

The conclusion has been drawn from the survey that the socially 
sensitive left would have a rational existence in the region until the 
social mechanisms regulating the market system do not develop. In 
the postcommunist countries a government doing its best for the 
building of a liberal market economy is an important condition of 
retaining social peace, but on the other hand tension thus created 
should be mitigated and return to the old should be avoided. In this 
region the social liberal governments in Hungary, Poland and Lithu
ania were installed by the necessity for the structural transformation 
of the economy and by the desire to retain social peace, they were put 
into power not against democracy but in its defence.

GRESKOVITS BÉLA

WOULD THE DESTINY OF LATIN AMERICA BEFALL
OF EAST CENTRAL EUROPE?

The paper answers to two interrelated questions. 1. What is the 
explanation of the fact that there has been less political instability and 
violence during the first five years of transformation in East- Central- 
Europe despite the economic and social tensions brought about by 
reforms and despite the expectations than in the period of radical 
emergency programmes in many countries of Latin-America?

2. What is the reason why populism has been forced to remain far 
away from the helm of government in democratising East- Central- 
Europe despite the expectations and the recurrent Latin-American 
experiences?

The following types of the threats endanger reforms: disturbances, 
strikes, transfers kept back, accumulation of stocks, loans taken 
without securities, the flight of capital, bureaucratic sabotage, votes 
against reforms, and finally submersion into the informal economy. 
These threats have appeared in a partly different manner and partly to 
a significantly lesser extent in East- Central-Europe. In the Eastern 
region the democratic cycle has made it possible that the economic 
and social demands could be directed towards the framework of 
democratic processes that have an effect of postponement and can be 
planned in time, instead of the immediate eruptions. With this the 
political side has not damaged but rather helped economic reforms, it 
has not hindered but promoted economic transformation in East- 
Central-Europe. The freedom of movement of politics was limited to 
the minimum by conditions of macro economy and the strict rules of 
the game in selecting the trend of economic policy in the region. The
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emergency situation hinders the transformation of ideological princip
les into economic deeds by which the actors of the political arena 
traditionally distinguish themselves for the voters. The conclusion of 
the paper is that the conditions discussed have excluded and would in 
the future also exclude populist economic episodes of the Latin 
American type in the Eastern region.
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